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Abstract
Over the last ten years, a subfield of GIScience has been recognized that addresses the linkage
between human thought regarding geographic space and the mechanisms of implementing these in
computational models. This research area has developed an identity through a series of successful
international conferences and the establishment of a journal. It has also been complemented
through community activities such as international standardization efforts and GIS interoperability.
Historically, much of the advancement in computational methods has occurred at—or close to—the
implementation level, as exemplified by the attention on the development of spatial access methods.
Significant progress has been made at the levels of spatial data models and spatial query languages,
although we note the lack of a comprehensive theoretical framework comparable to the relational
data model in databases management systems. The difficult problems that need future research
efforts are at the highly abstract level of capturing semantics of geographic information. A
cognitive motivation is most promising as it shapes the focus on the users' needs and points of
view, rather than on efficiency as in the case of a bottom-up system design. We also identify the
need for new research in fields, models of qualitative spatial information, temporal aspects,
knowledge discovery, and the integration of GIS with database management systems.

1 . Introduction
In the past, much research in the computational domain of geographic information systems (GIS)
concerned the development of fast and efficient implementations of traditional cartographic
concepts for data storage, retrieval, and analysis. Increased functionality had also characteristically
been accompanied by increased conceptual complexity, as improvements were most often
motivated by short-term needs, resulting in ad-hoc solutions. With the increasing availability of
GISs, there is an increasing need to provide users—from scientists to average citizens—with tools
that allow them to solve their problems better in a more intuitive and user-friendly manner.

In light of these observations, a subfield within Geographic Information Science
(GIScience) has developed over the last ten years that addresses the linkage between human
thought about geographic space and the mechanisms of computational models. It is particularly
concerned with the interface between the real world as perceived and computational geographic
worlds. This aspect is important from a scientific perspective, because through such a cognivitely-
motivated approach, geographic concepts that have always been intuitive but never formalized can
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be developed into a more formal framework. Such formalizations will enable space-time analyses
of large-scale geographic processes that a impossible to perform without the aid of computers.

As part of this latter process, interactions with other fields, including mathematics,
computer science, and statistics, need to be tailored. Through formalization, geographic concepts
become unambiguously defined such that the danger of miscommunication and misuse is reduced.
There is a strong tradition in some parts of GIS that draw upon fundamental mathematical
principles, such as the use of algebraic topology (White 1984; Herring 1991), point-set theory
(Egenhofer and Franzosa 1991), and partially ordered sets (Kainz et al. 1993; Stell and Worboys
1998). Other approaches have relied on models developed in computer science, probably best
shown in GIS debates over the use of relational (Morehouse 1985) vs. object-oriented (Egenhofer
and Frank 1987; Worboys et al. 1990) vs. logic-based (Frank 1984; Fernandez et al. 1999) data
models. Formalizations of geographic processes also lead to spatial languages—not natural
language, but formal languages understandable to people as well as machines. These
considerations make computational methods an indispensable part of GIScience.

Computational implementations are complementary to other areas of GIScience (e.g.,
cognitive models and geographies of the information society), and they play a central part in
making advances in GIS theory accessible to a large audience, the audience of the users. While
computational implementations undoubtedly require at one point engineers and programmers to
“cut code,” the steps that fuel these implementations are highly complicated and cannot be
accomplished without considering how people think about geographic space and time, how to
translate human conceptualizations into formalisms that allow these processes to be repetitively
consistent, and how to make people interact more naturally with information systems. These three
concerns show how the computational methods span across GIScience: Spatial thinking extends to
the cognitive area; use and interaction about geographic information reaches out to the societal
implications; and formalizations of geographic concepts are the core of the research agenda in
computational methods.

This article assesses the progress and status of research in the area of computational
methods for representing geographic information. After an assessment of this field’s community
with its major activities, conferences, and publication outlets (Section 2), we review some of the
results of 15 years of research in computational methods for representing geographic information
(Section 3). In section 4, we look ahead with a discussion of the needs for future research.

2 . The Community
Researchers and practitioners in the geosciences have long been working on computer solutions to
match their specific needs. Commercial GISs are among the most important outcomes of these
efforts. Traditionally, computer scientists have been involved only marginally in the development
of such systems. This started to change in the 1980s, and the increasing number of contacts is now
bearing fruit. The design and implementation of data management tools for spatial applications is
pursued by an interdisciplinary community of people from academia, government, and industry. A
critical foundation plays the concept of spatial database systems as an enabling technology (Frank
1988) for a variety of application software, such as CAD systems or GIS. There have been several
interdisciplinary projects of high visibility, including the U.S. National Center for Geographic
Information and Analysis (http://www.ncgia.org), the Sequoia 2000 project (Stonebraker et al.
1993; Frew 1994), and the Alexandria Digital Library (Smith 1996).

It was also in the 1980s that a number of conference series were launched that provided a
forum for the exchange of research results. In 1984, GIS researchers initiated the Symposium on
Spatial Data Handling (SDH), which became quickly a forum for the communication between
geographers, engineers, and computer scientists interested in analyzing and manipulating
geographic data with the help of computers. Five years later, an NCGIA research initiative (Smith
and Frank 1990) led to the First Symposium on Large Spatial Databases (SSD) (Buchmann et al.
1989). Compared to SDH, SSD has a stronger emphasis on computer technology and draws its
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audience primarily from researchers who focus on database systems. In 1993 a new direction was
established with the First International Conference on Spatial Information Theory (COSIT), which
aims at bringing together an interdisciplinary group of researchers who span an even wider range
of disciplines, from cognitive science to geography and computer science. All these conference
series continue to be held biannually, and their proceedings typically appear as books with major
publishers, such as SSD (Buchmann et al. 1989; Günther and Schek 1991; Abel and Ooi 1993;
Egenhofer and Herring 1995; Scholl and Voisard 1997), SDH (Waugh and Healey 1994; Kraak
and Molenaar 1996), and COSIT (Frank and Campari 1993; Frank and Kuhn 1995; Hirtle and
Frank 1997). These activities focus on the GIScience community and are complemented by
publications in the traditional computer science domain. Such conferences as ACM SIGMOD and
Very Large Data Bases (VLDB) typically each year have a session on spatial data management. In
addition, an annual ACM Workshop on GIS has been held since 1993, catering primarily to
computer scientists who work on models for spatial data and their efficient implementations.

Progress in computational methods for representing geographic information can also be
measured in terms of archival outlets that regularly publish articles on this topic. For many years,
the International Journal of Geographic Information Systems (now the International Journal on
Geographic Information Science) has been the umbrella for most GIS journal papers. Occasional
papers on computational issues in GIS have appeared in several computer science journals, such as
IEEE Transactions on Knowledge and Data Engineering, ACM Transactions on Database Systems,
the Journal of Visual Languages and Computing, and the VLDB Journal, which published a
special issue on Spatial Databases (Güting 1994a). With the formation of the journal
GeoInformatica in 1996, the field passed another important milestone, resulting in a journal that is
dedicated to research results at the interface between GIS and computer science. Overview articles
on the status of the field are infrequent. The field moves quickly and several issues that were seen
as critical in the early 1990 (Günther and Buchmann 1990) have lost their appeal. Two more recent
reviews (Bauzer Medeiros and Pires 1994; Güting 1994b) provide complementary material to the
present assessment of the status in the field.

Although the book market in GIS has been growing quickly, there have been few books
focusing on computational aspects of GIS. Laurini and Thompson (1992) exposed technical issues
in GIS to a larger audience. Hanan Samet’s books (1989a; 1989b) provide an in-depth coverage of
spatial data structures and geo-algorithms. More recently, Mike Worboys (1996) gave an up-to-
date “Computing Perspective” for GIS.

Another measure of success is how results from research have found their way into widely
available products and standards that may have a broad impact on designers and users. In both
aspects, strong linkages to research results are very visible. GISs have become significantly easier
to use through the adoption of a Windows-Icons-Menus-Pointers (WIMP) design. GISs also have
started to embrace database management systems, an approach that has been suggested and
requested since the early 1980s (Frank 1981). It is now being enabled by industry's support of
specialized spatial versions of database systems (e.g., Spatial Data Blades and the Spatial Data
Option) or middleware (e.g., the Spatial Data Engine). Today's implementations show significant
similarities with such research results as R-trees (Guttman 1984), quadtrees (Samet 1989b; Samet
1989a), models for topological relations (Egenhofer and Franzosa 1991), database architecture
(Abel and Smith 1986; Abel 1988), and object-oriented models (Worboys et al. 1990; Egenhofer
and Frank 1992). Other impact, particularly at the level of geo-algorithms, is more difficult to
assess since in most cases industry has abstained from publishing technical details about their
approaches and user documentations reveal no view behind the scenes.

At the organizational level, an important event happened in 1994, when an international
group of GIS users and vendors founded the Open GIS Consortium (OGC,
http://www.opengis.org). OGC has quickly become a powerful interest group to advance open
systems approaches to geoprocessing and promote an Open Geodata Interoperability Specification.
Such a computing framework and set of software specifications would support interoperability in
the distributed management of geographic data [Kottman, 1999 #1920]. OGC seeks to make
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geographic data and geoprocessing an integral part of enterprise information systems. Together
with other standardization efforts, such as the International Organization for Standardization's
Technical Committee on Geographic Information/Geomatics (ISO TC/211), often diverse
computational methods are being consolidated, thereby making GIS technologies more mature.

3 . Looking Back
We have organized the large variety of computational methods into parts that follow the traditional
approach used in computer science for modeling and implementing application domains. At the
highest level, one is concerned with spatial data models and spatial query languages, as they are
those parts of a GIS that are visible and accessible to users. Since the late 1980s query languages
have migrated from an end-user facility to an entry for application programmers, facilitating
standardized storage, updating, and retrieval of information. Discussions about higher level aspects
of access have found new fields in the area of user interface design and human-computer
interaction. Considerations about user interface design are truly at the interface between the
cognitive and computational domains of GIScience and successful approaches typically require
multidisciplinary participation, including designers and users. Current GIS user interface
techniques (Egenhofer and Kuhn 1999) have moved from the more archaic command lines over
WIMP (Window-Icon-Menu-Pointer) designs to direct-manipulation (Ahlberg and Shneiderman
1994; Stone et al. 1994; Richards and Egenhofer 1995; Bruns and Egenhofer 1997), an interaction
mechanism by which users see and manipulate objects to affect commands (Shneiderman 1983).

To implement geographic concepts in a high-level, compact, and reusable way, the use of
spatial data types has become the standard method. Although early attempts were made to rely
exclusively on those data types that are offered by standard programming languages and database
systems (Go et al. 1975; Berman and Stonebraker 1977), it has become common practice to
identify spatial data types and to link them with their related operations. Object-oriented methods,
with encapsulation and hiding of implementations, have favored this approach, and it also has
made its way into relational database systems in the form of extended relational or object-relational
database systems.

The third level of our review is concerned with implementation aspects, primarily the need
for fast access to the necessary spatial, multidimensional data elements from linear storage devices
(Frank 1981). This topic has a long research tradition, and accounts probably for the most
frequently researched topic related to GIScience. It includes some of the most frequently cited
papers in the database domain—Guttman’s R-tree (1984) and the R+-tree by Sellis et al. (1987).
We focus on implementations that are typically tailored to vector data models, since this has been
the traditional viewpoint in much of the computational GIS domain. Complementary areas, such as
image processing, remote sensing, and vision, have relied on different data models and
representations, which start with a representation of the underlying space, often in the form of
regular spatial subdivisions such as pixels, and aim at extracting from this structure higher-level
spatial concepts.

In this section, we review some aspects that have been identified as stable foundations for
modeling and implementing geographic concepts. It is, by no means, exhaustive.

3 . 1 Spatial Data Models and Spatial Query Languages
The data management requirements of spatial applications differ substantially from those of
traditional business applications. Business applications tend to have simply structured data records.
There is only a small number of relationships between data items, and transactions—converting a
database from one consistent state into another (Gray and Reuter 1993)—are comparatively short.
Relational database systems meet these requirements extremely well. Their data model is table-
oriented, therefore providing a natural fit to business requirements. By means of the transaction
concept, one can check integrity constraints and reject inconsistencies.
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For spatial applications, however, conventional concepts from database management
systems are often inadequate. Spatial databases contain multidimensional data with explicit
knowledge about objects, their extent, and their location in space. The objects are usually
represented in the cartographic tradition of some vector-based format, and their relative position
may be explicit or implicit. They often have a complex structure: a spatial data object may be
composed of a single point or several thousands of polygons or various collections of polygons,
lines, and points often with complicated consistency constraints. These objects rarely follow
regular shapes or patterns of distribution across space. It is usually impossible to store collections
of such objects in a single relational table with a fixed tuple size. Moreover, spatial data is dynamic:
insertions and deletions are interleaved with updates, and data structures have to support this
dynamic behavior without deteriorating over time. Spatial databases tend to be large, typically
occupying several hundred gigabytes of storage. The seamless integration of secondary and tertiary
memory is, therefore, essential for efficient processing (Chen et al. 1995).

Recent database research has helped to solve many related problems. This includes both
extensions to the relational data model (Stonebraker and Rowe 1986; Kemper and Wallrath 1987;
Haas et al. 1990; Schek et al. 1990; Silberschatz et al. 1991) and the development of flexible
object-oriented approaches for spatial information (Egenhofer and Frank 1987; Orenstein 1990;
Worboys et al. 1990; Egenhofer and Frank 1992; Günther and Lamberts 1994; Shekhar et al.
1997).

Any serious attempt to manage spatial data in a relational database framework requires
some significant extensions at the logical and the physical level. These kinds of extension need to
be supported at the query language level as well. Besides an ability to deal with spatial data types
and operators, this involves concepts to support the interactive working mode that is typical for
many GIS applications. Pointing to objects or drawing on the screen with the mouse are typical
examples of these dynamic interactions. Further extensions at the user interface level include
(Egenhofer 1990; Voisard 1995) the graphical display of query results, including legends and
labels; the display of unrequested context to improve readability; and the possibility of stepwise
refinement of the display (logical zooming).

For many years, the database market has been dominated by the Structured Query
Language SQL. There has been a long discussion in the literature as to whether SQL is suitable for
querying spatial databases. It was recognized early on that relational algebra and SQL alone are not
able to provide this kind of support (Frank 1982; Härder and Reuter 1985; Egenhofer and Frank
1988). “Why not SQL!” (Egenhofer 1992) gives numerous examples of SQL’s lack of expressive
power and limitations of the relational model in general when applied to spatial data. At the user
interface level, one encounters difficulties when trying to combine retrieval and display aspects in a
single SQL query. Besides requiring specialized operators, this kind of combination usually leads
to long and complex queries. The integration of selection by pointing (to the screen) is also
problematic. There is no support in SQL for the stepwise refinement of queries, which is
particularly important in a spatial database context where users often ask questions iteratively. The
underlying problem is that SQL does not provide a notion of state maintenance that allows users to
interrupt their dialogue at a given point and resume their work later on.

In some sense, however, with the success of SQL the discussion about its appropriateness
has become a moot point. The question is not whether SQL should be used—SQL is and in the
foreseeable future will be used to query spatial databases as well. The question is rather which kind
of extensions are desirable to optimize user friendliness and performance of the resulting spatial
data management system.

Various extensions to SQL have been proposed to deal with spatial data (Egenhofer 1992),
including PSQL (Roussopoulos et al. 1988), Spatial SQL (Egenhofer 1991; Egenhofer 1994),
GEOQL (Ooi and Sacks-Davis 1989; Ooi et al. 1989; Ooi 1990), and the SQL-based GIS query
languages for KGIS (Ingram and Phillips 1987), and TIGRIS (Herring et al. 1988). Current
efforts under the umbrella of the ANSI Committee on SQL3 are developing an integrated version
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of such spatial extensions, called SQL/Multimedia (SQL/MM), which is a suite of standards that
specify type libraries using SQL’s object-oriented facilities.

3.2 Spatial Data Types
An essential weakness in traditional commercial databases is that they do not provide any spatial
data types (Cox et al. 1979). Following their orientation towards classical business applications,
they may sometimes offer non-standard types such as date and time in addition to the classical data
types integer, real, character, and string. Spatial data types, however, are not included in any of
today's standard commercial DBMS. On the other hand, such data types are a crucial requirement
when it comes to processing geographic data.

For vector data, there have been several proposals on how to define a coherent and efficient
spatial algebra (Frank and Kuhn 1986; Güting 1988; Egenhofer et al. 1989; Güting 1989; Scholl
and Voisard 1989; Güting and Schneider 1993; Egenhofer 1994; Güting et al. 1995; Schneider
1997). It is generally assumed that the data objects are embedded in d-dimensional Euclidean space
Ed or a suitable subspace. Any point object stored in a spatial database has a unique location in the
universe, defined by its d coordinates. Any point in space can be occupied by several point objects
stored in the database. A (convex) d-dimensional polytope P in Ed is defined as the intersection of
some finite number of closed halfspaces in Ed, such that the dimension of the smallest affine
subspace containing P is d. A hyperplane H supports a polytope P if H PÇ  ¹Ø and P is
completely contained in one of the halfspaces defined by H. If H is any hyperplane supporting P
then H PÇ  is a face of P. The faces of dimension 1 are called edges; those of dimension 0
vertices. By forming the union of some finite number of polytopes Q1, …, Qn, one obtains a (d-

dimensional) polyhedron Q in Ed that is not necessarily convex. Following the intuitive
understanding of polyhedra, one usually requires that the Qi (i = 1, …, n) have to be connected.
This also allows for polyhedra with holes.

One often uses the terms line and polyline to denote a one-dimensional polyhedron, and the
terms polygon and region to denote a two-dimensional polyhedron. If, for each k (0 £ k £ d), one
views the set of k-dimensional polyhedra as a data type, one obtains the common collection of
spatial data types (i.e., point, line, and polygon). Combined types sometimes also occur. Curved
objects can be obtained by extending these definitions.

Since there is neither a standard spatial algebra nor a standard spatial query language, there
is also no consensus on a canonical set of spatial operators. Different applications use different
operators, although some operators (such as intersection) are more common than others. Spatial
operators can be classified in several different ways, reflecting fundamentally different perspectives
and objectives. A common distinction is based on different geometric properties of spatial
relations, leading to groups of topological, directional, and metric relations. Topological relations
are invariant under topological transformations, such as translation, rotation, and scaling
(Egenhofer and Franzosa 1991). Examples are overlap, disjoint, and inside. Direction relations
refer to the location of two spatial objects with respect to a reference frame (Peuquet and Zhan
1987; Retz-Schmidt 1988; Frank 1991b), yielding quantitative values (e.g., 44˚ 34') or qualitative
values (e.g., north and sourthwest; or left and right). Metric relations (Peuquet 1992; Hernández et
al. 1995) capture distances, either quantitatively (e.g., 24.5 km) or qualitatively (e.g., near and
far). For the evaluation of such spatial predicates in a database context, the spatial join operator has
been introduced (Orenstein 1986; Rotem 1991; Becker and Güting 1992; Brinkhoff et al. 1993;
Günther 1993; Aref and Samet 1994; Brinkhoff et al. 1994; Gaede 1995b). A spatial join takes two
sets of spatial objects as input and produces a set of pairs of spatial objects as output, such that
each pair fulfills the given spatial predicate. Examples include, “Find all houses that are less than
10 km from a lake” or “Find all buildings that are located within a wetland.”

A different query perspective is given if operators are classified according to their
signatures (Günther 1998), i.e., the input and output behavior of each operation. In order to be
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considered a spatial operator, at least one of the operators has to be of a spatial data type. The input
behavior refers to whether it is a unary or binary operator, as well as to the type of its operands.
Operators over more than two operands are typically broken down into a sequence of binary
operations. The output behavior refers to the type of result. This categorization distinguishes unary
and binary spatial operators with Boolean, scalar, or spatial results. Of particular interest are set
operators that compute the union, difference, or intersection of two spatial objects or sets of
objects, for which Tomlin's (1990) Map Algebra provides a framework. Map overlays (Frank
1987) are an important application of set operators and a series of efficient operators have been
proposed (Saalfeld 1991; Finke and Hinrichs 1993). Notorious problems regarding these
operators, however, include the lack of a closure property and the handling of boundary
phenomena. The efficient computation of set operators has received a lot of attention in the
computational geometry literature (Preparata and Shamos 1985; Edelsbrunner 1987).

The efficient computation of spatial operators requires special implementations of spatial
data types. Over the years, the shortcomings of some more primitive representations have been
recognized and semantically more powerful methods have been developed.

The early representations in terms of vertex lists have been typically replaced by
representations that better capture topological properties. A vertex list is a list of a polygon’s
vertices. It is sufficient for basic graphic output and well suited to support certain similarity
operators, such as translation, because it corresponds to the addition of the translation vector to
each of the coordinates. Problems with this particular representation, however, arise when
comparing polygons because the list is not unique. For example, the same triangle could be
described by the lists [(1,1), (5,1), (4,4)], [(5,1), (4,4), (1,1)], [(4,4), (1,1), (5,1)], or
[(2.5,2.5), (1,1), (5,1), (4,4)]. Furthermore, there are no invariants with respect to set
operations; therefore, translations, rotations, or scalings change each element of the representation.
This also means that it is difficult to determine whether two vertex lists represent congruent or
similar polygons. Most critical is the introduction of redundancy if two or more lines or polygons
coincide in one or more points. The coincidence is only captured through the common (identical)
coordinate values, which provides significant problems during updates. For instance, any
consistent update of the boundary of two neighboring land parcels becomes a task of finding all
vertex lists that contain a particular coordinate pair, and at the outset it is unclear how many such
occurrences there are. Another data structure with similar deficiencies is the representation of a line
as a 4-dimensional point (and a polygon as a list of such lines). While access methods and indices
can be designed to cluster and retrieve such stored elements efficiently, the loss in the semantics is
significant. The reliance on coordinates to determine identity has been found to be a particular
fallacy as geometric transformations over the finite number systems of computers often violate
basic assumptions about geometry (Franklin 1984).

To store the geometric data structures, most commercial (relational) databases provide long
fields (also called binary large objects or memo fields) that serve as simple containers. One of the
columns in the relation is declared to have variable length. The geometric representation is then
stored in such a long field in a way that only the application programs can interpret it, while the
database system itself usually cannot decode the representation. It is, therefore, impossible to
formulate or process SQL queries against that column. This long field approach complies with the
OpenGIS Simple Features Specifications proposed by the Open GIS Consortium.

Abstract data types (ADTs) provide a more robust way to integrate complex types into a
database system. The basic idea is to encapsulate the implementation of a data type in such a way
that one can communicate with instances of the data type only through a set of well-defined
operators. The internal implementation of the data type and its operators are hidden to any external
users. They have no way to review or modify those interior features. Object-oriented and object-
relational databases systems use the concept of the abstract data type for defining the structure of
object classes. A class is a collection of objects of the same abstract data type. They thus all have
the same structure and behavior as they share the same operations. Classes support two basic
concepts underlying abstract data types: abstraction and encapsulation. An object can only be
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accessed through the operators defined on its class, i.e., it is only characterized through its
behavior. The user is prevented from applying unsuitable operators to the object, and its internal
representation is hidden. Operators (methods) and attributes are attached to a class, which means
that they are valid for all objects that belong to it. Classes may form an inheritance hierarchy. This
means that all attributes and methods of a class apply to its subclasses as well, unless they are
explicitly overwritten. Object-oriented concepts can easily be adapted to the implementation of
spatial data types and operators (Günther and Lamberts 1994).

3 . 3 Spatial Access Methods
Retrieval queries on a spatial database often require the fast execution of geometric search
operations, such as point or range queries or spatial joins. Of particular concern is here the often
massive data spatial data sets that need to be searched. Early proposals for multidimensional data
structures, such as the k-d-tree (Bentley 1975) or the quadtree (Samet 1984; Samet 1989a; Samet
1989b), focused on memory-resident data and, therefore, do not take secondary storage
management explicitly into account. Despite the growing size of available RAM, GIS applications
are typically disk resident as the size of the datasets is still too large to be stored entirely in RAM.
Sequential search is unacceptably slow for most spatial databases; therefore, spatial search
operators need special support at the physical level to guarantee good performance for spatial query
processing, particularly as the size of a database grows. Traditional databases, however, lack
explicit support for searching spatially. To support efficient spatial search, one needs special
multidimensional access methods.

The access methods designed with secondary storage management in mind allow their
operations to be closely coordinated with the operating system to ensure that overall performance is
optimized. An importance in the design of spatial access methods is the physical organization of
storage devices and the goal to minimize the number of operations to secondary storage. A
common assumption is that most spatial searches are I/O-bound rather than CPU-bound. Since
CPU performance continues to increase at a rate much faster than the increase of disk access time,
it is likely that in the future spatial access methods will depend even more on I/O. Applications with
objects of complex shapes, however, may incur major CPU costs for the refinement steps
necessary to filter data retrieved, thereby changing the balance with I/O (Gaede 1995a; Hoel and
Samet 1995).

Today’s secondary storage devices are linearly structured. The main problem for the design
of spatial access methods is that there exists no total ordering among multi-dimensional spatial
objects that would preserve their spatial proximity. Most spatial queries (Frank 1981; Frank 1991a)
and interesting geographic configurations (Tobler 1970) are related to the neighborhood of a
specific phenomenon, therefore, it is detrimental that there exists no mapping from a two- or
higher-dimensional space onto a one-dimensional space such that any two objects that are spatially
close in the higher-dimensional space are also close to each other in the one-dimensional sorted
sequence. This makes the design of efficient access methods in the spatial domain much more
difficult than in traditional databases, where a broad range of efficient and well-understood access
methods is available.

One-dimensional access methods, such as linear hashing (Larson 1980; Litwin 1980),
extendible hashing (Fagin et al. 1979), and the B-tree (Bayer and McCreight 1972; Comer 1979),
are an important foundation for multidimensional access methods. A natural approach to handle
multidimensional search queries consists in the consecutive application of such single key
structures, one per dimension. This approach can be inefficient (Kriegel 1984), however, since
each index is traversed independently of the others without exploiting the possibly high selectivity
in one dimension for narrowing down the search in the remaining dimensions. Another interesting
approach is to extend hashing by using a hash function that takes a d-dimensional vector as
argument. A structure based on this idea is the grid file (Nievergelt et al. 1984). Unfortunately, this
approach suffers from possibly superlinear directory growth.
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There is a great variety of requirements that multidimensional access methods should meet,
based on the properties of spatial data and their applications (Robinson 1981; Lomet and Salzberg
1989; Frank 1991a):

• Dynamics: As data objects are inserted and deleted from the database in any given order,
access methods should continuously keep track of the changes.

• Secondary/tertiary storage management: Despite growing main memories, it is often not
possible to hold the complete database in main memory. Access methods therefore need to
integrate secondary and tertiary storage in a seamless manner.

• Broad range of supported operations: Access methods should not support just one
particular type of operation (such as retrieval) at the expense of other tasks (such as
deletion).

• Independence of the input data: Access methods should maintain their efficiency even when
the input data is highly skewed. This point is especially important for data that is distributed
differently along the various dimensions.

• Simplicity: Intricate access methods with special cases are often error-prone to implement
and thus not sufficiently robust to be used in large-scale applications.

• Scalability: Access methods should adapt well to growth in the underlying database.
• Time efficiency: Spatial searches should be fast.
• Space efficiency: An index should be small in size compared to the size of the data set.
• Concurrency and recovery: In modern databases where multiple users concurrently update,

retrieve, and insert data, access methods should provide robust techniques for transaction
management without significant performance penalties.

• Minimum impact: The integration of an access method into a database system should have
minimum impact on existing parts of the system.
A common approach to meet these requirements consists of a two-step process:

(1) choosing an approximation (e.g., a simpler shape, such as a bounding rectangle) that can be
indexed and serves as a fast filter and (2) using the original geometry to assert the retrieval
condition only for the initially retrieved objects to eliminate false hits. An index may only
administer the MBR of each object, together with a pointer to the description of the object’s
database entry (the object ID). With this design, the index only produces a set of candidate
solutions. This step is therefore termed the filter step. For each element of that candidate set we
have to decide whether the MBR is sufficient to decide that the actual object must indeed satisfy the
search predicate. In those cases, the object can be added directly to the query result. However,
there are often cases where the MBR does not prove to be sufficient. In a refinement step we then
have to retrieve the exact shape information from secondary memory and test it against the
predicate. If the predicate evaluates to true, the object is added to the query result as well,
otherwise we have a false drop.

Spatial access methods have been among the most extensively investigated research areas in
computational implementations for GIS. Details about the large variety of methods, and the often
subtle differences, can be found in Samet (1989b) and Gaede and Günther (1998). Research in this
area has be theoretical as well as experimental, typically with a straightforward hypothesis that the
new access method requires less disk accesses or simply runs faster than a subset of previously
developed methods. While the differences can be measured, even for experts it has become
increasingly difficult to recognize the pros and cons of each access structure, because every new
method seems to claim better theoretical or empirical performance than at least one other access
method that has been published previously. There is no lack of experimental and theoretical studies
that analyze and compare the performance of many of the access methods; however, at present no
access method has proven itself to be superior to all its competitors in whatever sense. Even if one
benchmark declares one structure to be the clear winner, another benchmark may prove the same
structure to be inferior. A key question is how generalizable the results are. More complexly
structured data often lead to significantly different performance figures. Often also variations in
distribution or density affect how suitable a particular method is. Both time and space efficiency of
an access method strongly depend on the data to be processed and the queries to be answered. An
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access method that performs reasonably well for rectangles with the same orientation may fail for
arbitrarily oriented lines. Strongly correlated data may render an otherwise fast access method
irrelevant for any practical application. An index that has been optimized for point queries may be
highly inefficient for arbitrary region queries. Large numbers of insertions and deletions may
deteriorate a structure that is efficient in a more static environment. Initiatives to set up standardized
testbeds for benchmarking and comparing access methods under different conditions are important
steps in the right direction (Kriegel et al. 1989).

Commercial products have resorted to access methods that are easy to understand and
implement. Typical examples are quadtrees (Samet 1989b; Samet 1989a) in Oracle 8, SICAD, and
Smallworld GIS; R-trees (Guttman 1984) in the relational database system Informix; and z-
ordering (Orenstein 1986), which got adapted and integrated under the term HHCODE (Varma et
al. 1990) into Release 7.3 of Oracle. Performance seems to be of secondary importance for the
selection, which comes as no surprise given the relatively small differences among methods in
virtually all published analyses. Simple and robust methods are preferred, which can be tuned and
tightly integrated with other system components.

4 . Looking Forward
As with any forecasting, it is difficult and risky to predict where future computational methods for
representing geographic concepts will lead. We can only observe trends that are either underway or
have recently started. A complementary approach is a discussion of what aspects would benefit
from further research because they have not yet been developed sufficiently.

Since the early 1990, we have seen a growing influence of cognitive considerations on the
next generation of computational methods (Mark and Frank 1991). In the past, often hardware
aspects were driving the development of computational methods. In the future, the semantics of
spatial information need to be addressed. A second motivation for new research in computational
methods is the continuing technological push with new information technologies that need to be
integrated with traditional GIS functionalities. Miniature GPS receivers, cellular phones, and other
wireless communication devices will contribute to making GIS a mobile technology with the
potential for the development of novel Spatial Information Appliances (Egenhofer and Kuhn
1998). They will contribute to increasingly larger spatial data collections, which will get offered
through the Web, some commercially, some for free.

The need for research in computational methods for representing geographic phenomena
has been recently emphasized as part of several workshops at the US National Science Foundation.
The reports on Critical Research Issues in Geographic Information Science and the NSF Digital
Government Initiative include complementary, and at times overlapping, discussions with this
viewpoint.

4 . 1 Fields
Most data models of today's GISs follow the cartographic tradition of organizing spatial data as
points, lines, and polygons. Since this approach facilitates the creation of good quality graphics in
the form of maps, it has almost become a synonym for GIS. Significant amounts of geographic
information, however, do not match easily with this model and complementary alternatives need to
be investigated.

Fields in GIS (Goodchild 1992) are characterized by values at locations, have a continuous
distribution of values of a domain, an inability to be completely measured, and a need for
approximation (through interpolation or "functions"). Since they expose distinct ontological
foundations and properties (Couclelis 1992), they lead to different data structures and
implementations (Peuquet 1988). The current imbalance between models for discrete geographic
phenomena and continuous geographic phenomena needs to be overcome by truly interoperating
GISs, allowing users to perform analyses beyond the limitations of a single spatial
conceptualization. While object representations have reached a level of maturity, the lack of a
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similar level of formalization, compatibility, and general acceptance is a major impediment. A tight
integration with database systems is also necessary, and provides new challenges through the need
to retrieve derived (i.e., interpolated) values rather than stored values. The research needs can be
broadly structured into four domains (Peuquet et al. 1999):

• ontological perspectives of fields,
• cognitive aspects of fields,
• definitions of operations on fields, and
• formalization of fields.

4 . 2 Representations of Qualitative Spatial Information
Today's GISs capture geographic information at the geometric level in quantitative terms. One
needs to know about an object's location, extent, and shape in order to record it in a GIS. It has
been recognized, however, that a purely quantitative approach does not match human cognition and
spatial reasoning (Kuipers 1978). For example, mapping biologists’ narrative descriptions of
geographic locations (Futch et al. 1992) into a Cartesian coordinate space is a struggle. The
properties of such a setting are different from the traditional approach—small sets of symbols on
an ordinal and nominal scale in a discrete space vs. quantitative calculations in an infinitely precise,
continuous space (de Kleer and Brown 1984).

Representations of qualitative spatial information are needed to deal with partial
information, which is particularly important for spatial applications when only incomplete data sets
are available. Natural language descriptions and discourse are typical examples. Neither Cartesian
coordinates nor pictorial representations are adequate. Foundations for the representation of
qualitative spatial information have been developed in Artificial Intelligence (Glasgow and Papadias
1992; Hernández 1994) with the primary focus on qualitative spatial relations and their inferences
(Frank 1992; Freksa 1992; Papadias and Sellis 1992; Smith and Park 1992; Egenhofer and Sharma
1993).

• inferences across different types of qualitative spatial information through interoperability
across different models,

• integration of qualitative and quantitative spatial reasoning methods, and
• linkage between the semantics of natural-language terminology and models for qualitative

spatial information.

4 . 3 Temporal Aspects
Most of today's computational methods in GIScience treat geographic phenomena as static. A
variety of conceptual models for time in GIS have been studied (Hazelton 1991; Kelmelis 1991;
Al-Taha 1992; Langran 1992), but to date little impact has been made on commercially available
tools. The linkage between space and time requires, among others, the modeling of different types
of times (Frank 1998), the incorporation of processes (Peuquet 1994; Peuquet and Wentz 1994),
and the most fundamental aspects of change (Hornsby and Egenhofer 1997). Temporal databases
(Snodgrass 1992) and temporal reasoning (Allen 1983) have a long tradition in computer science,
but the integration with spatial databases (http://www.dbnet.ece.ntua.gr/~choros/) and spatial
reasoning (Egenhofer and Golledge 1998) is only in its infancy. With the organization of several
workshops, however, this research area has developed significant momentum.

A promising approach is the focus on a set of particular set of spatial phenomena that share
the same space-time behavior. An ESP workshop focused on Life and Motion of Socio-Economic
Units (Frank et al. 1999) and recently others have placed emphasis on continuously moving, point-
like objects (Güting et al. 1998).

4 . 4 Knowledge Discovery in Massive Spatial Data Sets
Massive amounts of spatial data are being collected, either now or in the near future. New
technologies will lead to ever increasing sizes of data sets, at greater levels of spatial and temporal
details. Already in place are plans for EOS, which will generate several terabytes a day of
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remotely-sensed imagery. In addition, the integration of GPS receivers into a large variety of
spatial appliances will lead to massive records about movement of people and objects at high levels
of temporal resolution. In a similar way, airborne or terrestrial video will soon become a vast data
source, providing near-continuous coverage of selected activities. Such new, highly detailed, and
massive data sources have the potential of enabling the scientists to perform novel types of
analyses.

Such large datasets that are beyond the comprehension of a single person and
computational methods are indispensable to discover new knowledge. Such knowledge may be
reoccurring spatial and spatio-temporal patterns, clusters, associations, outliers, or anomalies that
characterize interesting situations (Koperski and Han 1995). Effective spatial data mining methods
need to be coupled with efficient algorithms that schedule the processing of very large, possibly
distributed data sources (Ng and Han 1994).

4 . 5 GIS and Database Systems
Modern database technology is essential for the efficient handling of geographic data. For the
necessary integration of GIS and modern database technology, there are essentially four options:

• Extension of an existing GIS with database functionalities. Most GISs in the 1980s and
early 1990s were representative of this approach.

• Coupling of a GIS with a commercial DBMS. Such a coupling has been common for some
time for storing the non-spatial data in a commercial relational database. Since the mid-
1990s, many vendors started to store spatial data in a relational DBMS as well. Usually,
the relations just serve as containers that manage the geometries as unstructured long fields.

• Extension of an existing DBMS with spatial functionalities (van Oosterom and Vijlbrief
1991; Scholl and Voisard 1992). Recent commercial products include Illustra's DataBlades
and Oracle's Cartridges, which package domain-specific extensions in specific modules.

• Open toolbox approaches that see a GIS just as a collection of specialized services in an
electronic marketplace. While there is currently no commercial system that strictly follows
this architecture, many vendors are starting to integrate similar ideas into their products.
Due to strong customer pressure, the trend towards such open GIS (option 4) continues to

increase significantly. Commercial database systems can be integrated into open architectures in a
relatively simple manner. A GIS can thus gain directly from the traditional strengths of a modern
database system, including an SQL query facility, persistence, transaction management, and
distribution. Most importantly, however, more openness would facilitate the integration of GIS
with mainstream business software. While data analysis has always been an important part of GIS,
the breadth and depth of related work has increased considerably since the early 1990s. By
extending their functional spectrum beyond the traditional domains of data capture, storage, and
visualization, GIS are gradually moving into the mainstream of computing. Rather than providing
support just for the geosciences, GIS vendors are trying to position their products as spatial data
management components that should be a part of just about any information system
architecture—simply because just about any information has a spatial aspect. Interfaces to business
software such as Microsoft Office or SAP’s R/3, and the development of spatial decision support
systems (Densham et al. 1995) are among the most visible signs of this trend.

In order to achieve these ambitious goals, GIS vendors have to provide data analysis
capabilities that go far beyond simple map overlays. Moreover, they have to package their modules
in a manner that allows the easy integration of selected functionalities into a given business
package. The new eXtended Markup Language XML map play an important role in this integration
process. The resulting shift from GISs to GIServices (Günther and Müller 1999) is one of the
great challenges for the next decade.

5. Conclusions
There is a need to continue to improve the foundations of computational methods, advancing them
to the next level of sophistication. For example, new multi-media data types are becoming
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available, and we need computational methods to extract geographic content. Fresh approaches,
particularly those based on cognitive considerations, should be pursued rather than making small
increments to established algorithms and data structures. The most dramatic effect of such
approaches will be on the user interfaces of geographic information systems. In lieu of training
people, GIS user interfaces need to be made more intuitive, providing also better integration into
the problem solving process. We recognize that this subfield of GIScience relies on researchers
from diverse backgrounds, and close interactions are needed to make significant progress. Such
interactions need to span academia, industry, and government to address the users' needs, account
for technological advancements, and enable technology transfer. An important economic factor is
the high demand in industry for people with knowledge in computational GIS methods.

The scope for GIS applications is broad for the future. Only through the design,
development, and evaluation of complex real-world systems will we realize the full potential of
computation for GIS. Some of the more important domains that should be considered for future
research are spatial navigation, transportation, environmental modeling, and sales and marketing.
GIS research can also benefit from and have impact on other areas of computational science. For
example, advanced vision systems contribute to the understanding of satellite data. Intelligent
robotics requires the storage and manipulation of geographic information. What we learn from the
implementation of GISs can also be transferred to other domains, such as the analysis of molecular
spatial databases.
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